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BL-Sustainable Horizon investment policy 
 

1. Background 
 
 

 
The BL-Sustainable Horizon Fund 
was originally launched in 1997 as a 
"Best Ideas" fund, i.e. a 
concentrated fund bringing together 
the main convictions of BLI's 
management team. 
 
 
In the mid-2000s there was a 
growing awareness of the rapid 
increase in social, economic and 

environmental imbalances. This global consciousness crystallized in particular with the 
awarding of the Nobel Peace Prize to various major players in the fight for sustainable 
development; in 2006, Muhammad Yunus, founder of the first micro-credit institution, was 
awarded the prize, while in 2007, through Al Gore and the IPCC, the fight against climate 
change was highlighted. 
 
Within BLI, this awareness has led to a reflection to create a strategy that would invest in 
companies that serve not only the interests of their shareholders, but also those of their other 
stakeholders. 
 
Thus, in early 2008, the fund modified its strategy in order to integrate the considerations of 
these new challenges. At the time, the approach chosen was that of a so-called Best-in-Class 
approach, i.e. the Fund only invested in companies considered leaders in their sector and 
region based on socially responsible characteristics. 
The universe was defined by the not-for-profit organisation Forum Ethibel in collaboration with 
the extra-financial research company Vigeo/Eiris, selecting only companies that meet the 
ethical, economic, social and environmental criteria of its Excellence label. 
 
BLI's signature of the UN PRI in July 2017, the formalisation of a more global ESG approach 
for BLI as well as easier access to high-quality specialised research (via MSCI ESG Manager), 
allowed for a revision of the investment policy to give it even more substance. 
As a result, the fund amended its ESG investment policy and changed its name in October 
2018 to emphasize its socially responsible nature. 
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2. Objectives of the strategy  
 
The BL-Sustainable Horizon Fund has a dual objective: a financial objective (stemming from 
our fiduciary responsibility as asset manager) and an impact objective. These two objectives 
are closely related and interdependent. 
 

→ Investment objective  
 
The objective of the BL-Sustainable Horizon Fund is to generate long-term capital 
appreciation by investing in companies listed on global stock exchanges. These companies 
are selected on the basis of financial as well as environmental, social and governance factors. 
As the Fund is actively managed, no formal objectives have been defined in terms of relative 
performance, volatility and tracking error. 
 

→ Impact objective 
 
Aware of the undesirable effects of an excessively capitalist system that places too much 
emphasis on shareholder satisfaction to the detriment of the company's other stakeholders, 
the manager seeks, by taking ESG criteria into account in its stock selection process, to 
identify companies that serve not only the interests of shareholders but also those of 
their employees, suppliers, customers, as well as those of the environment and the 
community at large. The aim is to contribute to the achievement of a better balance in 
economic, social and environmental matters. 
 
More specifically, the manager aims to achieve concrete environmental, social and 
governance objectives, i.e. the limitation of global warming and alignment with the Paris 
Agreement1, the implementation of quality working conditions within companies, the respect of 
Human Rights (as defined by the United Nations), the existence of independent and equal 
Boards of Directors (BoD) (Men/Women). 
 
These impact objectives are measured regularly through various indicators (see Point 8).  
 

3. Investment universe 
 
The investment universe of the BL-Sustainable Horizon Fund is not limited by a specific market 
index and includes all companies listed on a major stock exchange without any a priori country, 
sector or market capitalisation constraints. This very broad universe includes approximately 
2,750 companies. 
More specifically, during the management process, the manager will reduce the investment 
universe to include only companies with a sufficient ESG score (more information in section 6. 
Investment process) or whose activities contribute directly or indirectly to the achievement of 
the UN's Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs). 
  

 
1 The Paris Agreement sets out a global framework to avoid dangerous climate change by limiting global warming to well below 2°C and continuing 
efforts to limit it to 1.5°C. It also aims to strengthen the capacity of countries to cope with the consequences of climate change and to support them 
in their efforts.The Paris Agreement is the first-ever legally binding global agreement on climate change, adopted at the United Nations Climate 
Change Conference (COP21) in December 2015. 
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4. Investment philosophy 
 
In conjunction with the implemented ESG approach, the BL-Sustainable Horizon Fund is 
managed by a common investment philosophy that applies to all equity strategies managed 
by BLI. 
 
This philosophy, known as « Business-Like Investing », implies that managers do not simply 
trade securities but adopt an entrepreneurial spirit when investing in a company. This long-
term approach, which aims to understand the different aspects of a company before 
investing in order to measure the different risks associated with it, is highly 
complementary to an ESG approach. 
 
The key investment principles of Business Like Investing are as follows: 
 
▪ Thinking & investing with a long-term horizon 

 
Equity markets reflect the fundamentals of the underlying companies only over the long term.  
→ Anticipating short-term market fluctuations is a futile exercise. The manager focuses on 
fundamentals and takes a long-term view (full market cycle) which results in a low portfolio 
turnover rate. 
 
▪ Keeping it simple 

 
The risks of an investment increase when its parameters are not properly understood.  In order 
to reduce investment risks and increase returns, the manager focuses on his area of expertise. 
→ Through the application of a disciplined methodology based on an in-depth internal 
fundamental analysis, the manager seeks to best understand the company's fundamentals in 
order to reduce risk. 
 
▪ A conviction-based approach 

 
The benchmark is only used to measure and compare the performance. 
→ In line with BLI's active investment style approach, the structure of the portfolio deviates 
significantly from the composition of the market index. 
 

▪ Valuation 
 
« The price paid determines the return » 
→ During the analysis, the manager determines the intrinsic value of the company and 
compares it to its stock price before initiating a position. Ideally, the stock price offers a discount 
to its fair value (safety margin). The objective is to reduce the risk of incurring losses while 
increasing the potential for capital appreciation (upside potential). 
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5. Investment strategy  
 
The BL-Sustainable Horizon Fund is managed through a bottom-up, conviction-based and 
long-term oriented strategy aimed at investing in quality companies with a strong and 
tangible competitive advantage, solid growth prospects, an above-average ESG profile 
and attractive valuations. 
 
Companies considered for inclusion in the portfolio generally meet the following criteria :  
 
▪ The company must not be part of a sector subject to intense controversy, it must respect 

the principles of the United Nations Global Compact and not be subject to very serious 
controversies (marked as red flags in MSCI ESG Research); 

▪ The company must have an above-average ESG rating (according to MSCI) or contribute, 
directly or indirectly, through its activity to the achievement of one or more Sustainable 
Development Goals (SDGs) defined by the United Nations; 

▪ The company's business model must be based on a strong and long-lasting competitive 
advantage ; 

▪ The company is able to generate substantial cash flow surpluses; 
▪ Capital is allocated in the best interests of shareholders and other stakeholders; 
▪ The company’s share price must offer a discount against its intrinsic value. 
 

6. Investment process 
 
The investment process of the BL-Sustainable Horizon Fund comprises several successive 
steps: 
 

 
 

 

→ 1st step : Consideration of exclusion criteria 
 
First of all, the manager applies different exclusion strategies. Thus, in accordance with the 
various international conventions, all companies active in the production of controversial 
weapons, mainly cluster munitions and anti-personnel mines, are excluded from the 
portfolio, as well as companies involved in very serious controversies (classified as red flags 
by MSCI ESG Research) or that do not respect the principles of the United Nations Global 
Compact (identified by a "Fail UN Global Compact" in the MSCI ESG database).  
 
Furthermore, the manager excludes from his investment universe companies that generate 
more than 5% of their revenues through the following activities: controversial weapons, 
tobacco, gambling, GMOs, alcohol, nuclear and fossil fuels. 
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These sectors have been identified as the most controversial in terms of ESG factors. The limit 
of 5% of revenues was defined in line with market practice. Information on the percentage 
represented by these activities in the total revenue of companies is taken from the MSCI ESG 
Manager database. 
 
 

→ 2nd step : ESG selection 
 
The pure ESG selection is done through two complementary approaches : 

1) Quantitative screening based on MSCI ratings 
2) Thematic selection 

 
Quantitative screening 
 
The main pocket of the portfolio consists of securities whose ESG selection is made 
through a quantitative filter based on MSCI ESG Manager data. 
Thus, for each company, MSCI assigns a rating from 0 to 10 to each ESG factor, i.e. 
environmental, social and governance factors. Companies with superior ESG performance 
receive a higher rating. 
 
In order to be eligible for investment, companies must meet 2 cumulative criteria : 
▪ Present an average rating (each factor being equally weighted) greater than 5 ; 
▪ Do not have a score for an individual factor (E, S or G) less than 4. 

 
Through this screening, the manager reduces his universe from around 2,750 stocks to 
around 800. 
 
More information on the MSCI methodology can be found in Section 9 of this document.  
 
Thematic selection 
 
The thematic pocket 
allows us to invest in 
companies whose 
business models are at 
their core best aligned 
with the Sustainable 
Development Goals 
(SDGs). This pocket also 
allows for the inclusion of 
companies that, due to a 
lack of usable ESG data, 
do not pass the 
quantitative analysis 
either because they are not rated or because their rating is insufficient / irrelevant. These may 
be small companies that have not yet set up adequate ESG communication channels or that 
are simply considered as pure players active in a sustainability theme  
 
Consequently, these companies are developing an activity that allows, in particular :  
▪ A greater use of renewable energy ; 
▪ A more efficient use of natural resources ; 
▪ The production of healthy and natural food ; 
▪ A more efficient use of water ; 
▪ Improved hygiene conditions in emerging countries; 
▪ Improved health and well-being ; 
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▪ The production of products with a longer life cycle, the use of recyclable materials ;  
▪ The use of less toxic chemicals ; 
▪ Safe and fair working conditions as well as a decent living wage; 
▪ Improved working conditions in countries where legal standards are insufficient; 
▪ Improved living conditions for animals. 

 
At present, the weight of this pocket is still limited; the objective is to increase it progressively 
based on the opportunities offered by the markets. 
 
These companies are generally highly sought after by investors and therefore often have high 
valuations. The role of financial analysis is crucial in the final selection process so as not to 
penalise the portfolio's potential to generate financial return. 
 

→ 3rd step : Fundamental selection in line with the Business-Like Investing 
approach 

 
The fundamental and financial selection process consists of 2 steps:  

1) The fundamental analysis 
2) The valuation process 

 
The fundamental analysis is an important step in identifying and quantifying the strength of 
a company's competitive advantage and assessing its long-term potential. 
 
Elements such as historical profitability levels, balance sheet strength, capital allocation or 
previous management decisions are taken into account when assessing the resilience of the 
company's fundamentals. 
 
Determining the potential for free cash flow generation as well as the in-depth analysis of the 
company's secular growth drivers are also important steps in the analysis process. 
 
In terms of valuation model, BLI uses an improved DCF model that allows it to determine the 
intrinsic value of a company. The calculation of this intrinsic value provides a benchmark to 
avoid overpaying a company's shares. It also serves as a reference point when buying and 
selling. Moreover, the model provides the manager with an indication of the value of the 
company based on its current profits, allowing him to better assess the growth already taken 
into account in the share price. 
 
More information on the fundamental analysis and the valuation model can be found in Point 
9 of this document. 
 

→ 4th step : Qualitative evaluation 
 
The sustainable performance of each company highlighted by the quantitative and 
fundamental analyses is then subject to a qualitative assessment carried out by the manager 
with the support of the SRI team. 
The objective of this stage is to capture information relevant to the sustainability of a company, 
that would not have been properly highlighted by the quantitative analysis. 
MSCI does not measure the responsibility and sustainability of companies as such, but rather 
their ability to manage ESG risks. 
It is therefore essential to refine the analysis to ensure that the behaviour of candidate 
companies for investment is sufficiently sustainable and responsible. 
This analysis is based primarily on data related to controversies provided by MSCI as well as 
proprietary ESG research from BLI. 
Based on the results of this additional assessment, the manager will decide whether or not to 
consider a company for inclusion in the final portfolio.  
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7. Portfolio construction 
 
The portfolio construction process is purely qualitative and at no time refers to the composition 
of a market index. It results solely from the addition of individual investment opportunities and 
their categorisation (quantitative pocket / qualitative pocket). 
 
The manager, is solely responsible for the final structure of the portfolio and the choice of 
individual positions. 
 
The weighting of the individual positions is only influenced by the result of the fundamental 
analysis; elements related to the ESG profile of companies are not taken into account in this 
process. 
Thus, the manager uses the following elements to determine the final weighting of individual 
securities :  
▪ Quality : strength of the competitive advantage 

identified by the manager during the fundamental 
analysis; 

▪ Valuation : the valuation plays a role in initiating a 
position and determining the weighting of each 
individual security. A higher valuation will result in a 
lower weighting and vice versa. A new position is 
always initiated at a discount to the intrinsic value ; 

▪ The manager's feeling about the company and his 
degree of conviction about the upside potential; 

▪ Stability : the manager considers the liquidity and 
cyclicality of the stock when determining the weighting 
in the portfolio. Higher volatility (beta) and lower 
liquidity result in a lower weighting and vice versa. 

▪ Diversification and a balanced risk-return profile 
 

→ Characteristics of the portfolio 
 
In line with the active, bottom-up strategy that emphasises quality and valuation criteria, the 
structure of the final portfolio differs significantly from the representative market index 
(MSCI World AC NR). In practice, the Fund has a bias in favour of European companies, 
due to the importance given to ESG factors in the stock selection. 
 
The manager adopts a long-term investment horizon which enables him to focus on the 
long-term prospects of the companies in which he invests and to best capture ESG 
considerations. In line with this long-term approach, the portfolio turnover rate is generally 
low. 
The manager's objective is to build a balanced portfolio around his main convictions with the 
number of individual positions ranging from 25 to 40 companies. 
 
Weighting of the positions : 
▪ New positions are built up gradually with a minimum of 0.50%; 
▪ A complete position is generally between 1.5% and 8% depending on the five factors 

described above. A maximum weighting will only be given to financially extremely strong 
companies with a very strong competitive advantage and whose part of turnover is very 
significant and sustainable. 

 
Level of liquidity : the Fund may have maximum liquidity of up to 20% of total net assets. The 
manager does not use market timing. 
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→ The disciplines of buying and selling 
 
The discipline of buying 
 
Decisions to buy are based on the result of the fundamental analysis and valuation process. 
The manager only invests in companies that meet strict quality criteria. 
 
The discipline of selling 
 
For the quantitative pocket, the discipline of selling is structured around two main pillars: 
▪ Deterioration of the ESG rating: when the company no longer complies with the criteria set 

in terms of ESG ratings, the manager has a period of 6 months to close the position;  
▪ Financial factors: different scenarios are possible at this level: 

o Compromised investment thesis; 
o Excessive valuation; 
o Deterioration of the company's growth profile. 

 
For the thematic pocket, in addition to financial factors, the management team considers a 
deterioration of the ESG profile and/or an under/non-achievement of the anticipated impact in 
the sell discipline as reasons likely, after a thorough review of the investment thesis, to lead to 
a sell decision. 
 

→ Use of derivatives 
 
The prospectus authorises the use of derivatives (within the framework of the UCITS 
regulations) for hedging purposes or to optimise the portfolio's exposure.  
The strategy adopted by the fund manager does not make use of this option. 
 

→ Currency risk management 
 
The manager has the possibility, if he considers it necessary, to hedge the portfolio against 
exchange rate risk (euro-denominated portfolio). 
However, the manager generally does not make use of this possibility. All the more so as 
Europe and investments denominated in euros make up a large part of the portfolio (see Point 
7). 
 

 

8. Portfolio monitoring & impact measurement 
 
The holdings are monitored on a daily basis to ensure that they continue to meet the 
investment criteria set, both from an ESG (quantitative and qualitative) and from a fundamental 
financial point of view. 
 
As part of the fund's ESG quality approach, the manager tracks the impact of his investments 
through several indicators. Most of the indicators and raw data come from the MSCI ESG 
Research database, which enables a track record as well as the comparison of scores with the 
reference index in order to aim for long-term outperformance. 
The manager and the SRI team monitor the evolution of the set criteria in order to make 
progress on this front within a reasonable timeframe. 
 
Furthermore, the voting policy is also closely linked to these criteria in the sense that BLI has 
set itself the objective of voting in accordance with the objectives targeted by the impact 
indicators. The manager communicates monthly on the SRI theme in the management report, 
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notably through the seven impact indicators described below. The indicators presented are 
calculated using a weighted average, subject to the availability of the data. The coverage rates 
reported are expressed as a percentage of issuers for which data is available. 
 
The impact objectives of the Fund are measured by the following indicators: 
Environmental Performance Measure : Greenhouse gas emissions (carbon intensity) ; and 
alignment with the Paris Agreement  

 
▪ The carbon intensity measures the exposure of the portfolio and the index to the most 

carbon-intensive companies. This exposure is reflected by the ratio of tons of carbon 
emissions (scope 1, 2) to revenue in USD ; 

▪ Alignment with the Paris Agreement is measured by the existence of emission reduction 
targets in line with the Science Based Targets (SBT) initiative. The initiative aims to drive 
"ambitious climate action", making its targets a tool for the transition to a low-carbon 
economy by aligning greenhouse gas reduction targets with climate science data. 
 

Social Performance Measure : Number of severe controversies in the field of human 
resource management (remuneration, working hours, respect for privacy, abuse in the event 
of dismissal or downsizing, etc.) ; 

 
Consideration of the number of severe controversies is intended to measure the extent to 
which companies are exposed to significant risks related to human resources. A high number 
of controversies may indicate that a company is not adequately addressing the health and 
safety issues of its employees. 
 
Performance Measure in terms of respect for Human Rights : Signature of the United 
Nations Global Compact and assessment of the conformity of company practices with the 
latter; 
The signatories commit to respect the 10 principles relating to human rights, international labor 
standards, the environment and the fight against corruption. Member companies commit to 
progress and report on their progress on a yearly basis. 
 
Governance Performance Measure : Independence of Board members, Gender balance on 
the Board of Directors. 
 
In addition, for the thematic pocket, an internal qualitative analysis is conducted to assess 
the contribution of companies to the realization of the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).  
 
 

9. Voting Policy 
 
In order to manage the voting policy at Shareholders' Meetings (AGMs) as efficiently as 
possible, BLI has decided to collaborate with a specialised external supplier, 
Institutional Shareholder Services Inc. (ISS). 
 
ISS provides BLI's teams with the information necessary to prepare the votes (dates of the 
meetings, agenda, etc.) as well as voting recommendations, supplemented by background 
information to help understand the proposed recommendations. 
 
As part of its ESG investment and voting policies, BLI subscribes to ISS' sustainability 
policy. The sustainability policy aims to support shareholder resolutions based on standards 
that enhance long-term shareholder and stakeholder value while aligning the interests of the 
company with those of society as a whole. 
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This voting policy is consistent with the fund's objectives in the following areas :   
▪ Environment : BLI votes in favour of resolutions calling for the reduction of greenhouse 

gas (GHG) emissions. More generally, BLI votes in favour of resolutions seeking 
information on the financial, physical or regulatory risks related to climate change that the 
company faces in its operations and investments or on the way it identifies, measures or 
manages these risks. 

▪ Social : With regard to the respect of Human Rights, BLI generally votes in favour of the 
company's adherence to internationally recognised standards and principles, such as the 
United Nations Global Compact or the standards set by the International Labour 
Organisation (ILO). Votes in favour of proposals related to ILO principles aim to promote 
rights at work, encourage the creation of decent jobs, develop social protection or 
strengthen social dialogue in the field of labour. 

▪ Governance : BLI tends to vote against the election or re-election of any non-independent 
director (except the CEO) if less than one third of the members of the Board of Directors 
(BoD) are independent and/or if less than 50% of the members of the BoD elected by the 
shareholders - excluding, where applicable, employee-shareholder representatives - are 
independent. Furthermore, BLI actively supports the balance between men and women 
within the company and will vote in this context on any motions supporting this objective 
while considering the adequacy of the profiles of the proposed candidates with the 
requirements of the envisaged functions. 

 
In the event that dialogue with the companies fails, or if the measure proves necessary and 
judicious for other reasons, BLI reserves the right to submit resolutions to the AGMs in the best 
interest of the investors and the desired impact. 
 

10. Engagement Policy 
 
Based on the results of the ESG analysis, the dedicated SRI team and the Fund Manager 
decide whether it is appropriate to contact the issuers in order to initiate a dialogue. The SRI 
team and the fund manager can thus engage with a company on any ESG-related issue. 
The engagement route is primarily considered when a company in the portfolio displays 
insufficient environmental, social, governance and human rights performance measures, 
particularly in relation to the levels of the MSCI AC World Index. 
During this process, they observe and evaluate over time the responses made as well as the 
risks, opportunities and possible reorientations. BLI maintains a log sheet of all engagement 
initiatives initiated at the level of the various portfolios, including the result of whether the 
response was satisfactory (i.e. satisfactory, partially satisfactory or unsatisfactory/no 
response). This document allows the SRI team and managers to monitor the progress of 
companies and determine if further action is needed as part of the engagement. 
If the dialogue fails within 12 months of the engagement being initiated, the company is placed 
on an internal watch list and the case is discussed at the SRI Committee. The SRI Committee 
decides on the importance of the issue and the most appropriate action to take (additional 
engagement, change in weighting or sale of the security). If the measure proves to be 
necessary and appropriate for other reasons, BLI reserves the right to submit resolutions to 
the general meetings in the best interest of the investors and according to the desired impact.  
 
The decision to undertake individual or collaborative engagement is in part determined by:  
 
▪ The influence BLI can exercise on a company thanks to our ownership level and tenure, 

our proximity to decision makers and the investees geographical location 
▪ The incident assessment as well as the urgency and severity of the issue at hand shown 

by the extent of stakeholders affected, media coverage of the incident and NGO 
involvement alongside the level of reputational and financial risk associated with the 
incident. 
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→ Individual Engagement  
 

Individual engagement is either conducted by the fund manager himself and/or by the SRI 
team. Explaining our ESG standpoint and addressing issues to be discussed can be done by 
correspondence with a company’s board, investor relations team or during company visits. 
The controversies analysis performed in the investment process serves as a basis for 
engagement efforts where we challenge companies on their delivery of corporate strategy, 
financial and non-financial performance and risk, allocation of capital and management of 
environmental, social and governance issues. 
We engage to understand the approach management is taking and test how far they are being 
good stewards. We also encourage companies held in client portfolios to establish and 
maintain high levels of transparency. 
Overall, we raise ESG or other concerns with companies where we believe that to be in the 
interest of investors, identifying company specific or systemic risks. 

 

→ Collaborative Engagement  
 

Collaborative engagement is a way to cooperate and co-lead with other investors a dialogue 
with investee companies to bring about positive behavioural change, thereby enhancing 
credibility and giving greater weight to an initiative. The participation in these initiatives further 
enables the industry to realise economies of scale and the pooling of resources, expertise and 
power of several investors to address important global issues such as climate transition, the 
movement towards a circular economy and the abolition of forced labour and child labour in 
the supply chain. 
 
As of 2021, BLI will be looking to actively engage with companies as a supporting investor in 
initiatives lead by the UN PRI or other investor-led initiatives.  
 

11. Monitoring of the ESG investment policy 
 
A formal procedure for monitoring risk and compliance with the ESG investment policy has 
been defined. This procedure is designed to ensure compliance with the various aspects of 
the ESG policy, i.e. exclusion criteria, quantitative ESG criteria and qualitative ESG analyses. 
Compliance with the criteria for the granting of the SRI label is also monitored.  
 
In addition, an automatic alert system has been set up so that the Head of Risk Management, 
the manager(s) and the SRI strategist(s) are notified immediately in the event that the ESG 
data of a company included in the portfolio is modified by the extra-financial research provider 
MSCI. 
 
Every month, the Head of Risk Management produces a report in which it reports on 
compliance with the guidelines on these various criteria. In addition, once a year, the Head of 
Risk Management produces a separate report summarising the analyses carried out during 
the period. 
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12. Research 
 

→ Organisation 
 
The research process is under the coordination of the management team and involves various 
stakeholders / sources : 
 
▪ Internal stakeholders : 

o Joël Reuland, Global Equities Manager 
o Annick Drui, Co-manager SRI Equities; 
o Julien Jonas, SRI Strategist 
o Other equities managers specialised by region who can provide support in the 

fundamental analysis and company valuation 
▪ External sources : 

o MSCI ESG Manager for the ESG Research 
o Bloomberg 
o Company data and reports 
o Research broker (Bernstein, Berenberg, Morningstar etc.) 

 

→ Quantitative ESG rating 
 
The quantitative ESG filter used in the investment process is based on ESG ratings issued by 
MSCI. 
 
MSCI has a team of more than 185 experienced analysts who analyse thousands of pieces of 
data on 37 key ESG policy issues, focusing on the intersection between company-specific 
issues and industry issues that may generate significant risks and opportunities for the 
company. The chart below outlines MSCI's overall approach2 : 
 

 

 
 

 
2 Source : MSCI ESG Ratings Methodology, January 2019, p.6. 
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The table below summarizes the 37 key factors analyzed 3 : 
 

3 pillars 10 themes 37 key factors  

Environment 

Climate change 

Carbon Emissions 
 

Financing Environmental Impact 

Product Carbon Footprint Climate Change Vulnerability 

Natural resources 
Water stress Raw Material Sourcing 

Biodiversity and land use  

Pollution & Waste 
Toxic emissions and Waste Electronic Waste 

Packaging Material and Waste  

Environmental opportunities 
Opportunities in Clean Tech Opportunities in Renewable Energy  

Opportunities in Green Building  

Social 

Human Capital 
Labour Management  Human Capital Development 

Health and Safety Supply Chain Labour Standards 

Product Liability 

Product Safety and Quality Privacy and Data Security 

Chemical Safety Responsible Investment  

Financial Product Safety Health and Demographic Risk 

Stakeholder Opposition Controversial Sourcing 

Social Opportunities 
Access to Communications Access to Health Care 

Access to Finance Opportunities in Nutrition and Health 

Governance 

Corporate Governance 
Board Ownership 

Pay Accounting 

Corporate Behaviour 

Business Ethics Corruption and Instability 

Anti-Competitive Practices Financial System Instability 

Tax Transparency  

 
For each of these key issues, MSCI calculates an exposure score indicating a company's 
level of exposure to each specific issue based on its industry combined with its 
geographic location. 
 
Thus, the score is calculated using the following steps : 
▪ Weighted average company exposure score - based on the exposure scores for each 

business segment weighted by percentage of assets, revenues or operations ; 
▪ Combined, if relevant, with company-specific factors (size of workforce, percentage of 

subcontracting, etc.). 
▪ Multiplied, if relevant, by a geographical factor; thus the exposure score may decrease or 

increase depending on the geographical distribution of assets or revenues. 
 
The final result is an exposure score ranging from 0 to 10, where 0 indicates low exposure to 
this specific issue while 10 indicates the highest exposure to this key issue. 
 
MSCI then analyses the company's ability to manage its exposure to the various risks 
identified. 
 
The analysis of controversies is a key component of the ESG assessment process 
conducted by MSCI. A controversy is defined as an ongoing situation in which the company's 
activities and/or products would have a negative impact on the environment, society and/or 
governance. Such cases include alleged violations by the company of applicable laws and/or 
regulations or an alleged corporate action or event that violates commonly accepted 
international standards including, but not limited to, standards established by international 
conventions such as the UN Global Compact. 

 
3 Source : MSCI ESG Ratings Methodology, January 2019, p.8.  
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Each potential controversy case will be evaluated according to the severity of its impact on 
society or the environment and will be rated on a scale ranging from « very severe », « severe», 
« moderate » to « minor ».  
 
To obtain a final rating (AAA to CCC), the weighted averages of the scores for the main issues 
are aggregated and the company scores are normalised by sector. 
Companies with a good performance receive a preliminary score of 10, while those with a poor 
performance receive a 0. Any company not included in the official benchmark that scores 
higher or lower than the sector will receive a score of 10 or 0 respectively. 
 
Once all exceptions are taken into account, the final adjusted sector score for each company 
is a ranking between best (AAA) and worst (CCC). 
These assessments of a company's performance are not absolute but are explicitly intended 
to be relative to the standards and performance of companies in the same sector. 
 

→ Fundamental analysis 
 
The objective of the fundamental analysis is to identify and quantify a company's competitive 
advantage and assess its long-term potential. 
 
The manager carries out this analysis by relying on different types of sources, the main ones 
being company publications (annual and semi-annual reports or any other relevant report, 
discussions with companies, etc.). He also uses information provided by specialised research 
companies (sell-side analysts, specialised sales representatives, etc.) by data providers 
(Bloomberg, etc.) as well as sector analyses (industry trends, information on competitors, etc.). 
 
 
 
 
A competitive advantage can take different forms. 
When analysing the potential of an investment candidate, 
the team looks at the following factors: 

▪ Brand: Intangible assets, quality, pricing power... 
▪ Customer retention: Transfer costs, sales of 

spare parts / after-sales service, ongoing services 
... 

▪ Network effect: Distribution network, supplier 
network ... 

▪ Cost advantages: Lower costs, size advantage, 
better location... 

▪ Technology & know-how: Unique production 
process, innovation, patents... 

 
The manager will only select companies that receive a high score on at least one and 
preferably several of the variables in this multidimensional analysis. 
 
The quantification of a company's competitive advantage is essentially based on a qualitative 
assessment, which implies the risk of developing a biased, one-sided opinion. To limit this risk, 
the manager uses an in-depth analysis of the company's fundamentals to document his 
opinion. 
Historic levels and trends in economic profits (ROIC, ROE, margins), benchmarking of 
competitors within the industry and the potential for free cash flow generation are some of the 
elements taken into account. 
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In a second step, the manager analyses in detail the 
company's ability to generate free cash flow. Quality companies 
are able to generate significant free cash flows, allowing them to 
invest in growth opportunities, reward their shareholders and make 
profitable acquisitions. 
 
In order to get an idea of the capital intensity of the company, the 
manager pays particular attention to the analysis of maintenance 
expenses. While in some sectors, high capital intensity can act as 
a barrier to entry, for most investment candidates this is a negative 
factor since part of the cash flow generated is necessary to 

maintain the company's current activity and is therefore not directly available. 
 
Capital allocation is also an important part of the fundamental analysis: free cash flow 
should only be invested as part of the competitive advantage to ensure the profitability of future 
growth. 
Buybacks should only be made if they add value to the business. In the event that profitable 
investments cannot be made, the company should give preference to share buybacks (in terms 
of voting rights) or remunerate the shareholder through dividends. On the basis of past 
management decisions and future investment plans, the manager assesses whether the 
company's investments are made in the interest of the shareholders. 
 

→ Valuation assessment 
 
The objective of determining a company's intrinsic value is to provide a starting point for the 
discipline of selling and a benchmark for the weighting of individual securities within 
the portfolio. 
 
The valuation model used by BLI is based on the approach introduced by value managers 
Benjamin Graham and David Dodd and further refined by Columbia University Professor Bruce 
Greenwald in the book « Value Investing: From Graham to Buffett and beyond »4. 
 
In the first instance, the company is valued on the basis of its current, properly adjusted free 
cash flows. This value, known as "Earnings Power Value", can be estimated more accurately 
than the value based on future cash flows. 
In order to determine the adjusted free cash flows, the adjustments that need to be made to 
the results include adjusting for one-off expenses, adjusting for capital expenditure 
(concept of maintenance expenditure), adding depreciation and amortisation and taking 
into account the economic cycle (normalisation). The objective is to determine an accurate 
estimate of the level of free cash flow that a company can generate without future growth. The 
comparison with the current stock price then makes it possible to estimate the level of growth 
taken into account in the share price. 
Given the competitive advantage that investment candidates enjoy, the future growth of the 
company's franchise should create value over the long term. Indeed, the company should 
enjoy a return on investment that exceeds its cost of capital. 
Thus, in a second step, a « growth multiplier » is defined in order to calculate the "present 
value" (PV) of the company. This growth multiplier takes into account various variables such 
as future growth, return on equity and cost of capital. The PV is also referred to as the « fair 
value » of the company. 
 

 
4 Investissement Value : De Graham à Buffet et au-delà. 
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As with every DCF model, the reliability of the result of this model depends strongly on the 
uncertainties affecting the variables taken into account. 
While the Earnings Power Value provides a very reliable indication of the present value of the 
franchise, the manager is aware that the estimation of the future growth potential is more prone 
to error. Aware of these limitations, the calculations are performed with a fairly high cost of 
capital estimate in order to obtain a conservative estimate of the intrinsic value. The typical 
discount rate varies between 7% and 10% and is a function of the level of risk and stability of 
the company under analysis. 
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Legal Notice 
 
Ce document est publié par Banque de Luxembourg Investments S.A. (BLI) avec le plus grand 
soin et selon les connaissances à sa disposition et sa conviction. Cependant, aucune garantie 
n’est apportée quant au contenu et à l’exhaustivité du document. Ainsi, BLI décline toute 
responsabilité pour les pertes pouvant découler de l’utilisation des informations contenues 
dans ce document. Les opinions exprimées dans ce document sont celles de BLI et/ou de ses 
auteurs au moment de la rédaction et sont susceptibles de changer à tout moment sans 
notification préalable. Sauf notification explicite, toutes les données fournies sont non auditées. 
 
La description du produit /service fournie dans ce document l’est uniquement à titre informatif 
et est à l’usage exclusif du destinataire. Rien dans ce document ne doit être interprété comme 
une offre et ne constitue une recommandation d’achat ou de vente de titres. Cela ne dispense 
pas le destinataire d’exercer son propre jugement. Cette description est uniquement destinée 
à des investisseurs institutionnels ou professionnels. Les titres et instruments financiers décrits 
dans ce document peuvent entraîner des pertes considérables et ne sont dès lors pas adaptés 
à tous les types d’investisseurs. Parmi les principaux risques, il faut tenir compte des risques 
de marché, du risque de fluctuation des taux de change, du risque de crédit ou des risques de 
défaut de paiement, des risques de liquidité ainsi que des risques liés aux taux d’intérêt. BLI 
ne peut pas garantir que les titres et instrument financiers seront en mesure d’atteindre les 
objectifs d’investissement envisagés. 
Il est de la responsabilité de chaque investisseur de s’assurer qu’il est conscient des risques 
et des aspects juridiques, fiscaux, comptables et commerciaux qui en découlent.  
L’exactitude des données, évaluations, opinions et estimations qui sont reprises dans ce 
document, a été vérifiée avec le plus grand soin. Toute déclaration faite dans ce document 
peut être sujette à modification sans préavis. 
 
Il est vivement recommandé au destinataire de vérifier que l’information fournie correspond 
bien à sa situation particulière en ce qui concerne les éventuelles conséquence juridiques, 
réglementaires, fiscales ou autres. Ce document n’est pas expressément destiné aux 
personnes qui, en raison de leur nationalité ou lieu de résidence, ne sont pas autorisée à 
accéder à ces informations en vertu de leur réglementation locale. Si ce document, ni aucune 
copie de celui-ci ne peut être envoyé ou distribué aux Etats-Unis ainsi qu’à une personne 
américaine, comme défini dans le prospectus du fonds. 
 
Ce document ne peut pas être distribué à un large public. Il est destiné personnellement au 
destinataire et ne peut être utilisé uniquement que par la personne à qui il a été communiqué. 
Il ne constitue pas, et ne peut pas être utilisé dans le cadre d’une offre publique au Luxembourg 
des produits auxquels il est fait référence. 
 
Le prospectus, les statuts coordonnés, les rapports annuel et semi-annuel de la SICAV ainsi 
que les DICI de chaque compartiment sont disponibles sur www.bli.lu ou sur simple demande 
auprès de BLI. Les DICI sont disponible en français, anglais et dans toute autre langue 
officielle d’un pays où la SICAV BL est enregistrée.  
 
Ce document ne peut pas être reproduit en tout ou en partie sans le consentement préalable 
de BLI. 
 
 

http://www.bli.lu/

